All of our equipment comes with a standard 1 year warranty (not including normal
wear-and-tear items or labor). When facilities purchase our equipment they know
they can trust in our low cost and high quality products. With our Zip Series product
line we have found a solution to providing both affordable and long-lasting
equipment. We have invested into researching alternative operation possibilities
and have found that using fully pneumatic operated tube systems increase the
reliability and overall life of the products by much longer than a traditional
pneumatic tube system.
Many of our competitors sell a pneumatic tube system but do not let the similar description mislead you. Zip
Pneumatics is one of the few truly pneumatic tube systems available on the market today. The difference is in
how our moveable parts operate.

The Zip Pneumatics Difference
Our truly pneumatic operated tube systems do not require any lubrication.
Motor driven equipment requires regular lubrication to function optimally.
Our cylinders move in a linear motion and are rated to last over a million transactions.
The more moving parts in equipment the higher risk of mechanical failure.
By using pneumatic (air) operated cylinders, our equipment aligns in one second!
Motor driven equipment is slower than pneumatic linear cylinders by several seconds per transaction.
Parts are low cost which allow your facility to keep backup parts on hand without being expensive.
Unexpected failures can force you to depend on getting a replacement part immediately regardless of cost.
Our systems are simple. An engineer asked us what our diverter looked like with all parts installed.
Motor driven equipment is often too complicated for maintenance personnel to understand well.
Our equipment design is simple so maintenance personnel can cut costs and be more productive.
Many facilities pay our competitors to install replacement parts because of their complicated equipment.
We chose components easily purchased from local suppliers so clients don't pay premium prices.
Our competitors require facilities to purchase their proprietary parts.
Both of these diverters are ready to install:
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